APPENDIX II
out for the plant, and we accompany him. It is an interesting
round. You gather in the course of it that the total number of
workers in the Factory is about seventy or eighty. The " hill"
is doing two charges of N/G per day; usually about ten charges
per week. There is no work done on Saturdays. Occasionally,
the magazine accommodation being small, the whole Factory
" knocks off " work for a time. It is a leisurely life, on the whole.
At one point may be seen a queue of about thirty girls, each with
a box full of cartridges, lined up at a packing house. There are
no runners to take cartridges from the huts to the packing house.
Each hut worker, when her cartridge box is filled, carries it along
to the packing house, where the cartridges are weighed by the
foreman; and off goes the hut-girl to continue the work. It will
be noted that some of the girls are barefoot. Well, the sand is
soft and easy to the feet 1 There are no floors in the houses.
Sand floors in the " hill" houses, the dynamite mixing house,
the huts and the packing houses ! No donning of rubber shoes.
Later on, we shall take part in what is an " occasion " at the
Factory—the loading of a steamer. The " hill " will be stopped,
that day, for the steamer will be loaded from small boats, and the
hillmen, who are all seamen, will be required to manage the boats.
The girls will be there, too. The cargo will be run on bogies,to
the loading-bank, transferred there by the girls to bogies on a
light line running down to the sea, received at the water-edge by
men standing waist-deep, and placed in the small boats for transfer
to the steamer. We will learn that it is a very difficult matter to
get any steamer to take such a cargo. Shipowners are shy:
insurance is high; and the explosive cannot be conveyed by rail,
that being contrary to law*
Returning to general headquarters, we find another aspect of
the transport question worrying the Manager. He is concerned
as to the whereabouts of a Factory outfit—horse-drawn vehicle
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